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Woman as Other: Medusa and Basilisk in
Early Modern French Literature

nancy m. frelick

It is a commonplace that the lover who idealizes the lady he adores fre-
quently turns her into a belle dame sans mercy, a cruel object of reproach
for his pitiful condition. At times, the beloved is even portrayed as a mon-
strous Other who has the power of life and death over the hapless lover.
Associated with radical alterity—with death—through what Lance
Donaldson-Evans terms “love’s fatal glance,” the woman whose gaze stuns
the lover in the innamoramento is sometimes presented as a Medusa or
basilisk. Embodying both desire and dread, such emblems of animality or
serpentine otherness can serve both to reflect the alienation of the desiring
subject and to mirror his ambivalence. Beautiful and hideous, beloved and
terrifying, heavenly and infernal, divine and monstrous, the lady as
Medusa or basilisk is a study in contradictions. In this article, we shall
examine representations of the idealized/demonized other or Other in a
selection of early modern works where female figures are identified with
these mythical hybrid creatures, who (it is said) can only be vanquished
with the aid of a mirror.

Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar assert that

the female monster is a striking illustration of Simone de Beau-
voir’s thesis that woman has been made to represent all of man’s
ambivalent feelings about his own ability to control his own physi-
cal existence, his own birth and death. As the Other, woman comes
to represent the contingency of life, life that is made to be
destroyed. (34)

They cite the author of Le Deuxième Sexe, who declares: “c’est l’horreur de
sa propre contingence charnelle qu’il projette en elle” (242). Woman is
constituted in relation to man—“Il est le sujet [. . .] elle est l’Autre” (15)—
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and he projects onto her all of his desires, his fears, his love, and his hatred
(310). In fact, what becomes evident when examining the portrayal of the
female other/Other as Medusa or basilisk in early modern literature, is that
these mythological monsters exemplify more than one type of projection;
their serpentine otherness can take various twists and turns at different
times and in different sorts of (gendered) representations. As we shall see,
given their heterogeneity, it is difficult to arrive at one all-encompassing
reading or theory of otherness in this regard.

Nevertheless, various theorists have weighed in on the question. In par-
ticular, psychoanalysts and their feminist critics have discussed the fear
and fascination generated by woman as a monstrous, Medusan Other. In
a brief but influential article on “Medusa’s Head,” Freud equates “the hor-
rifying decapitated head of Medusa” with the fear of castration upon seeing
female (or maternal) genitalia “surrounded by hair.” He makes a one-to-
one equivalence between decapitation and castration (“To decapitate � to
castrate”), adding that the snakes on the Gorgon’s head are “derived from
the castration complex” (273). The Viennese psychoanalyst relates petrifi-
cation to erection, which, he says, offers consolation to the male spectator.
According to him, the fact that this “symbol of horror [Medusa’s head] is
worn [. . .] by the virgin goddess Athene” indicates the homosexual fear or
repulsion of women in Greek culture: “Since the Greeks were in the main
strongly homosexual, it was inevitable that we should find among them a
representation of woman as a being who frightens and repels because she
is castrated” (274).

Hélène Cixous’s “Le Rire de la Méduse” offers a feminist response to
such negative myths about women, taking aim at Freud’s sexist theories
regarding Penisneid and the “castration complex,” as well as his famous
statement that “the sexual life of adult women is a ‘dark continent’ for
psychology” (Freud, “Question” 212). Freud’s colonial metaphor “others”
women by likening their mysterious sexuality to the unknown continent of
Africa—a comparison implicit in Freud’s intertextual reference to explorer
Henry Morton Stanley’s Through the Dark Continent (1899)—though there
is nothing new about this sort of geographical “othering,” which associates
women with the primitive, the barbaric, the mysterious.1 Cixous critiques
the (male) “rapport de force où il se fantasme une virilité obligatoire,
envahissante, colonisatrice, la femme donc étant fantasmée comme ‘conti-
nent noir’ à pénétrer et ‘pacifier’ (on sait ce que pacifier veut dire comme
opération scotomisante de l’autre et méconnaissance de soi)” (40n1). She
also describes Freud’s brand of white (European) phallogocentric psycho-
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analysis as having put women in an impossible situation: “On nous a figées

entre deux mythes horrifiants: entre la Méduse et l’abı̂me” (54). She calls

on women to write in order to reclaim their voices, their bodies, their

“mother tongue” (langue maternelle). In an oft-cited phrase, Cixous

rewrites the Medusa myth, affirming that the Gorgon must be viewed

straight on to be appreciated: “Il suffit qu’on regarde la Méduse en face

pour la voir: et elle n’est pas mortelle. Elle est belle et elle rit” (54).

Cixous is not the first to focus on Medusa’s beauty and liberating

power, nor is Freud the first to focus on the link between the snake-haired

Gorgon and feminine sexuality. There were numerous contradictory repre-

sentations of Medusa in the Middle Ages and early modern period as well,

that can be situated on one side or the other of the Querelle des femmes.

The anonymous fifteenth-century Ovide moralisé en prose presents Medusa

as a lascivious, malicious, and deceptive monster with irresistible charms.

In this Christian allegory, the Gorgon’s beauty is presented as a trap for

unsuspecting male victims. The blood from her decapitation spawns

serpents—generally viewed as diabolical in biblical imagery—that repre-

sent wanton women (“grant nombre de femmes cauteleuses, deshonnestes,

derepuans et malicieuses, dont encores a trop dessus la terre”), while the

Christ-like Perseus who conquers the fiend is considered to be the epitome

of wisdom, virtue, and reason (162). Such demonization of the female sex

is common in misogynistic texts of the Middle Ages that “other” women

by associating them with wickedness, sin, and malevolent forces.

Christine de Pizan, on the other hand—who is invested in countering

discourses that are hateful to womankind—focuses on Medusa’s positive

traits.2 Following Boccaccio’s collection in praise of Famous Women (De

mulieribus claris), Christine’s narrative in the second book of Le Livre de la

cité des dames seeks to humanize Medusa and to explain what gave rise to

the myths associated with her.3 Both Christine and Boccaccio depict

Medusa as a blonde beauty (in accordance with the aesthetics of the day),

but Boccaccio’s text contains a moralizing story that is absent from the

Cité des dames. His narrative presents her as the daughter of Phorcus, who

“acquired great fame even among far-off nations for her remarkable beauty

as well as for her riches and sagacity” (XXII.5). Perseus is depicted as “the

most eminent young man in Achaia.” Upon hearing reports of Medusa,

“there was kindled in him the desire to see this beautiful woman and take

possession of her treasure.” He “captured the queen and her gold, and

returned home laden with rich spoils” (XXII.6). According to Boccaccio:
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These events inspired the following poetic fictions: that the Gorgon
Medusa commonly turned to stone those whom she looked upon;
that an angry Minerva changed Medusa’s hair into snakes because
Medusa had defiled her temple by sleeping there with Neptune; that
the offspring of this union was Pegasus; that Perseus, mounted on
his winged horse flew to Medusa’s kingdom and conquered it using
the shield of Pallas. (XXII.7)

While Boccaccio seems to rationalize the story of Medusa and Perseus by
referring to standard elements of the myth as “poetic fictions,” he adds
a moralizing twist to the tale, which he sees as a kind of negative
exemplum—but not about the dangers of beauty (as one might expect in a
work critical of women, for this is a text that seeks to glorify them).
Instead, he focuses on the pitfalls of wealth. The concluding section affirms
that: “The possession of gold brings unhappiness” (XXII.8).

Christine de Pizan’s much shorter paragraph on Medusa follows her
Tuscan predecessor, but only with respect to her provenance and the
description of the stunning power of her beauty:

Meduse, ou Gorgon, fu renommee pour sa tres grant biauté. Elle
estoit fille du tres riche roy Porce, duquel (le) royaume tres habon-
dant estoit enclos de mer. Ceste Meduse, si que dient les anciannes
hystoires, estoit de si merveilleuse biauté que non pas seullement
passoit les autres femmes, mais, qui est tres merveilleilleuse [sic]
chose et sus nature, elle avoit le regart tant plaisant avec l’autre biauté
du corps et du viayre et des blons cheveulx comme fil d’or longs et
crespés que elle attrayoit toute mortelle creature que elle regardoit si
a soy que elle rendoit les gens comme inmouvables. Et pour ce faigny
la fable que de pierre devenoyent.”(Curnow 954)

Christine’s account lacks the narrative dimension present in Boccaccio’s
text, as well as his moralizing message, but her emphasis on Medusa’s
striking beauty is reminiscent of the Italian writer’s Latin text (XXII, 2–4),
which also seeks to explain the myth in human and rational terms. As
Maureen Quilligan points out, “Christine’s approach to Medusa’s legend-
ary beauty completely refuses any supernatural notion of her charms and
interprets her power of petrifaction to be simply a result of her very great
physical appeal” (182).

Another remarkable use of the Medusa figure on the positive side of the
Querelle des femmes—in the context of humanist debates about Love and
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Beauty in the Renaissance—can be found in Catherine Des Roches’s “Dia-
logue d’Amour, de Beauté et de Physis,” wherein the personified Beauté
expresses the wish to flee the tyranny of Love, as well as discourses that
make her responsible for men’s desires. In a speech that seems to anticipate
Cixous’s feminist manifesto, Beauté tells Physis that she wants to take ref-
uge in Athena’s “temple de franchise” where she can freely devote herself
to a life of the mind: “ainsi je me sauveray de la tyrannie d’Amour par les
livres, par les ouvrages et par les yeux de la Meduse” (250). This suggests
that Medusa—whose gaze becomes apotropaic (warding off the evil eye)
when the Gorgoneion is affixed to Athena’s aegis or shield—can be an
empowering and protective figure for women who wish to escape the
shackles of love and marriage, as well as the confines of religious establish-
ments, which (Beauté suggests) do not offer the safe haven that one might
have hoped to find in convents (Larsen 243).

Conversely, Étienne Jodelle’s vituperative use of Medusa in his Contr’A-
mours, represents a continuation of the negative or misogynistic side of the
Querelle des femmes, as the ageing woman in his poem is accused of being
more whorish, treacherous, proud, horrible, and bewitching than all of the
deceitful and dangerous mythological figures listed combined: “Mais tu es
cent fois plus, sur ton point de vieillesse, / Pute, traitresse, fiere, horrible,
et charmeresse, / Que [Myrrhe], Scylle, Arachne, et Méduse, et Médée”
(V). She is denigrated, “othered,” in part, because her advancing age turns
her into a counter ideal; her traits epitomize negative qualities that put her
at the opposite end of the spectrum from the conventional (beautiful,
young, inaccessible) object of desire praised in courtly poetry. Such vilifi-
cation is typical of defamatory material to be found in antifeminist Con-
tr’amours, Contre-blasons, and other satirical poems, as well as in Jean de
Meun’s characterization of “La Vieille” in his continuation of Le Roman de
la Rose, which was still widely read in the Renaissance. According to Diane
Robin, misogynous texts that portray unsightly old women as witches or
Medusas—frequently underscoring the attraction/repulsion of their mon-
strous sexual appetites—deliberately focus on such grotesque figures of
fascination (or rather, figures that represent a fascination with the gro-
tesque) because they incarnate a type of otherness that transgresses aes-
thetic norms. This fascination with the loathsome figure of the old hag as
Medusa also suggests a fear of the horrors of death and disease (161–62).

As Sibylle Baumbach explains, fascination generally refers to the “attrac-
tion of” or “intense interest [in] objects (images, texts, people, events)
which enthral us, draw us in by their extensive beauty, their complexity,
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radical otherness or awfulness [. . .] by the wonder or admiration as well
as by the terror and trepidation we feel on encountering them” (11). From
a medical perspective, the eye and the gaze have long been associated with
fascination, as well as contagion and the transmission of bodily fluids at
a distance. Marsilio Ficino discusses the ocular transmission of disease,
including lovesickness—which he describes as a kind of bewitchment
(fascinatio)—through sanguine vapors emitted by the eyes, which are like
glass windows (uitreas phenestras). As proof, he cites Aristotle’s claim (in
De insomnis) that women can stain mirrors with fine droplets of menstrual
blood emitted by the eyes (VII, 4). According to Berthold Hub, the motifs
of the “bloody mirror” (the mirror stained by the gaze of a menstruating
woman) and of the deadly gaze of the basilisk (who can only be killed by
a mirror) became inseparably linked in the Middle Ages and early modern
period, where they were used as scientific “proofs of the materiality of the
[. . .] visual ray” (41). The phenomenon Hub names “the performative
gaze”—frequently linked with the captivating alterity of the female gaze,
which could cause the deadly disease of lovesickness, described by Ficino
as worse than any other ailment (VII, 5)—was also associated with the
“evil eye,” which had important implications for “the witch-hunting craze”
(38–39). The bewitchment associated with the gaze of the basilisk or
Medusa (which could petrify the onlooker) is what Donaldson-Evans
terms the “aggressive eye topos.” It makes women responsible for male
desires. Ficino goes so far as to accuse a beloved who catches a victim in
the web of love without reciprocating, of theft, homicide, and sacrilege and
thus deserving the most severe of punishments (II, 8).4

According to Baumbach, “Of all creatures attributed the power to pet-
rify their beholders, the basilisk is the chief fascinator” (37). The myth of
the snaky basilisk is related to that of Medusa, not least because mirrors
seem to be the only way to defeat them. Yet, one does not encounter the
basilisk as frequently as Medusa in French Renaissance poetry. Perhaps the
most famous example of the idolized/demonized lady as “Basilisque” can
be found in the first dizain of Maurice Scève’s Délie object de plus haulte
vertu, which evokes the fatal glance of the beloved in the innamoramento:

L’Oeil trop ardent en mes jeunes erreurs

Girouettoit, mal cault, à l’impourveue :

Voicy (ô paour d’agreables terreurs)

Mon Basilisque avec sa poingnant’ veue

Perçant Corps, Cœur, et Raison despourveue,
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Vint penetrer en l’Ame de mon Ame.

Grand fut le coup, qui sans tranchante lame

Fait, que vivant le Corps, l’Esprit desvie,

Piteuse hostie au conspect de toy, Dame,

Constituée Idole de ma vie. (D1)

Another, more implicit reference to the basilisk occurs in the dizain that
accompanies the Scèvian emblem known as “Le Basilisque, et le Miroir”
(E21), which pictures the hybrid monster gazing at itself in a mirror, with
the surrounding motto—“MON REGARD PAR TOY ME TVE”—echoed
in the last lines of the poem: “Car tu ferois nous deux bien tost perir: /
Moy du regard, toy par reflection” (D186). This suggests not only the death
of the lover, as he exchanges glances with the beloved, but also her demise;
she too will perish, like the basilisk, by gazing at her reflection—
presumably mirrored in the eyes of the poet-lover (Coleman 44). In his
critical edition, Gérard Defaux (ventriloquizing the poetic persona) likens
Délie to Medusa in dizain 186: “Si je ne baissais pas la tête, ce serait notre
mort à tous deux. Délie Méduse . . .” (2, 227). Defaux’s elliptic comparison
underscores the lethal power of Délie’s penetrating, petrifying gaze, over-
looking any difference between Medusa and the basilisk.

While there are two overt references to “Meduses” in the Délie (D149
and D182), both are in the plural and refer to the three Graces who engen-
der Délie’s “Vertu” and whose transformative powers—for good or ill5—
are deemed greater than “mille Meduses” (D182). Thomas Hunkeler links
these Medusan references to Scève’s poetics of “dureté”—connoting not
only the lapidary rigor of his “durs epygrammes,” but their difficulty—
inspired by Dante’s obscurity and asperity (as opposed to Petrarchan dol-
cezza) and designed to reflect the lady’s cruelty and harshness, as well as
the poetic persona’s “fermeté plus dure, que Dyaspre” (D285)—his endur-
ing loyalty and constancy in love (131–35).6 Hunkeler likens the poetic per-
sona to a Pygmalion, chiseling a statue of precious or sacred stone
(“Dyaspre” is a kind of jasper7). This is not just a shrine to an “Idole” (D1)
that the poetic persona might hope to see softening (like the ivory figure
in Ovid’s Metamorphoses X, who becomes a woman capable of love), but
also an artistic monument, a way to achieve the goal of poetic immortality:
“le passage de la dureté à la durée” (Hunkeler 136).

Medusa and Pygmalion represent two sides of a (chiasmic) coin. The
first figure is known for turning living men into stone through petrifaction,
the other for sculpting the statue of a woman that was then turned into
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living flesh. John Freccero explains that Medusa represents the threat of
idolatry in Dante: “Petrification by the Medusa is the real consequence of
Pygmalion’s folly” (130). Freccero affirms that it is Petrarch—“whose very
name was for him an occasion for stony puns”—who “provides us with a
definitive gloss on Dante’s Medusa. Like Pygmalion, Petrarch falls in love
with his own creation and is in turn created by her” (132). In the final
prayer at the end of his canzoniere, Petrarch confesses “to the sin of idola-
try, adoration of the work of his own hands. Speaking of Laura no longer
as the infinitely beloved, he calls her a Medusa: ‘Medusa e l’error mio
m’han fatto un sasso’ ” (Freccero 132). The lady as Medusa is a reification
of idolatrous love in the early modern Christian context, a distraction for
the male poet who should be focusing on higher pursuits. However, in a
more secular vein, such images of the lady (who functions mostly as a
pretext for poetry) can be seen to represent artistic creation and enduring
fame for the author who inscribes his name on the poetic monument he
has created. The poet is also like a Perseus who uses Medusa’s head to
annihilate his worst enemies—the ravages of time and mortality. In the
end, it is not his physical body (corps), but his poetry (corpus) that is
memorialized in a marble-like structure that is also a tomb or poetic tom-
beau, even if he insists that the beloved has brought him nothing but death,
with no relief from suffering (as is the case in Scève’s Délie).

Ronsard, who identifies himself as a Petrarchan poet in the Amours,
makes an explicit reference to Medusa in sonnet 8, where he describes his
transformation into stone by the gaze of the beloved, as his eye glances at
her for its amusement:

Lors que mon œil pour t’œillader s’amuse,

Le tien habile à ses traits decocher,

Estrangement m’empierre en un rocher

Comme au regard d’une horrible Meduse.

Moy donc rocher, si dextrement je n’use

L’outil des Seurs pour ta gloire esbaucher,

Qu’un seul Tuscan est digne de toucher,

Non le changé, mais le changeur accuse. (S8, ll. 1–8, emphasis mine)

Ronsard casts his beloved as the petrifying Gorgon (l. 4), noting his inter-
textual relation with his Tuscan predecessor (l. 7), who (as we have seen)
compares his Laura with Medusa at the end of the Rime sparse. However,
the French poet’s use of the myth is more secular and playful. As Sara
Sturm-Maddox explains (citing François Rigolot), the poetic persona
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expresses a constant desire for metamorphosis—for otherness—
throughout the Amours, in a way that “calls attention to Ronsard’s elabora-
tion of a lapidary myth in which the lover is transformed into a stone
(67).” Rigolot points out, though, that Ronsard’s Medusa can transform
the poet-lover into other substances as well as rock, such as ice, water, and
fire, expressed with neologisms such as en-rocher, en-glacer, en-eauer, en-
fouer in sonnet 55 of the Continuation des Amours. Rigolot focuses espe-
cially on the reversibility of petrification in Ronsard’s sonnets, in which
the poetic persona becomes an ever-mutable Proteus. Instead of being irre-
vocably turned to stone, his metamorphoses prove reversible (194–95).
Whereas the lady’s eye petrifies him in sonnet 215 of the Amours, her
mouth revives him—though this becomes another subject of reproach in
the tercets, as the poetic persona complains of being revived only to return
to suffering:

Cet œil besson dont, goulu, je me pais,

Qui fait rocher celui qui s’en aprouche

Ore d’un ris, or d’un regard farouche

Nourrit mon cœur en querelle & en pais.

Pour vous, bel œil, en soufrant, je me tais,

Mais aussi tôt que la douleur me touche,

Toi, belle sainte, & angelique bouche,

De tes douceurs revivre tu me fais. (S215, ll. 1–8)

Moreover (in sonnet 183 of the Amours), the tables can be turned so that
the Gorgon herself becomes subject to petrifaction by the beloved: “Doulx
est son ris, qui la Meduse mesme / Endurciroyt en quelque roche blesme”
(Rigolot 193–95). In sonnet 58 of the Sonnets pour Hélène (“Madame se
levoit un beau matin d’Esté”)—where the poet-lover catches sight of her
ivory breasts as she rises, emblazoning them in verse (l. 5: “J’entre-vy dans
son sein deux pommes de beauté”)—“Madame” is even compared to
Andromeda (for whom Perseus slew the sea-monster), suggesting that the
beloved too can be turned into a marble statue:

Telle enflure d’yvoire en sa voute arrondie,

Tel relief de Porphyre, ouvrage de Phidie,

Eut Andromede alors que Persee passa,

Quand il la vit liee à des roches marines,

Et quand la peur de mort tout le corps luy glassa,

Transformant ses tetins en deux boules marbrines. (S58, ll. 9–14)
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As Rigolot puts it, “le lapidaire fait place au statuaire”—the poet is linked
both with Perseus, who sees Andromeda chained to a rock, and also with
the sculptor (whether Pygmalion or Phidias, who is named in the poem),
thus proclaiming his victory over all things transient and ephemeral (196).8

Indeed, it can be argued that the poet’s words constitute an even more
permanent artistic monument than marble: “material monuments do not
in fact last forever, while verbal monuments will” (Hardie 178n15).

Another important (if playful) aspect in such poems is the relationship
between myths of petrification and “stony puns” on names like Petrarch
and Pierre de Ronsard, whose lapidary inscriptions are memorialized
through the Medusan beloved celebrated in their poetic works, helping
them to make an enduring name for themselves. Likewise, Pierre de Brach
plays consciously on his first name in a sonnet to the beloved, whose gaze
is said to be worse than that of Medusa, as it can turn the lover into fire
and ice and stone (using a vocabulary similar to Ronsard’s, cited above):

Encor n’est-ce pas tout ; car, tout soudainement,

Comme un homme esperdu je viens sans sentiment,

La figure prenant d’un image de pierre.

On s’enpierroit voiant le chef medusien.

Que ton regard, Aymee, est pire que le sien,

Qui tout d’un coup m’enflamme et m’anglace et m’an-pierre! (2, VI, ll. 9–14)

In order to highlight his name, Pierre de Brach uses the noun “pierre”
(in line 11) and the unusual verb empierrer twice, in lines 12 and 14. This
neologism—employed in sonnet 8 (l. 3) of Ronsard’s Amours (quoted
above)—seems to have been created by the celebrated founder of the Pléi-
ade (Mellerio xxxv). It was, no doubt, inspired by Petrarch’s impetrare,
which plays on petra (stone), evoking the Tuscan poet’s family name.9

As Gisèle Mathieu-Castellani points out in her study of baroque poetry,
another important dimension of the Medusa myth is the desire for the
poetic persona to become other, to be turned to stone, to become desensi-
tized, in order to escape from suffering (Mythes 192–96). This is evident in
the final lines of La Roque’s sonnet, where the poetic persona wishes he
had seen Medusa, rather than his beloved’s face, so that he might become
an unfeeling rock—or “roc,” echoing La Roque—and thus immune to tor-
ment and even death: “Que n’ai-je vu Méduse au lieu de son visage? / Las!
Je serais exempt du tourment qui m’outrage, / M’ayant changé en roc où
la mort ne peut rien” (qtd. in Mathieu-Castellani Mythes 193). Flaminio de
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Birague’s poetic persona, on the other hand, while longing for an escape
from passion (the torments of Purgatory), also seems to celebrate the mar-
tyrdom and death proffered by the hideous glance of his monstrous
Medusa, as the repeated rebirths he calls for (through the imperative in
the first line of the sonnet) associate her—and his ever-renewed pain and
suffering—with the cyclical resurrection of the mythical Phoenix, which
rises from its own ashes:10

Renais, renais encor, Meduse monstrueuse,

Et transforme en rocher par ton hideux regard

Ce mien corps transpercé de maint amoureux dard,

Couve sous forme humaine une mort outrageuse,

Et mon esprit quittant sa prison douloureuse

Dont le destin voudra l’afranchir, mais trop tard,

Apres ce Purgatoire où ce beau Soleil l’ard,

Ait un Antre obscurcy pour residance heureuse.

Mais puisque mes souspirs, ny ma constante foy

N’esmeuvent à pitié de mon cruel esmoy

La cruelle beauté qui regne en mon courage,

Ains mon martyre accroit comme croit mon Amour,

Lors que j’auray perdu la lumiere du jour,

Mon cœur soit sa dépouille et funeste heritage. (S43)

As Gisèle Mathieu-Castellani points out, such poems express not only a
mixture of charm and horror, or love and hate, but an ambivalence—both
desire and dread—with respect to the insensibility and lifelessness prof-
fered by petrifaction: “Vouloir être dur comme pierre, craindre d’être
insensible comme le roc” (“Séduction” 98).

Mathieu-Castellani essentially subscribes to a Freudian reading of
Medusa in Mythes de l’éros baroque, which she associates with a homosex-
ual aesthetic in baroque, and especially mannerist, poetry—an aesthetic
she later names “un autre éros” (“Éros masqué” 181). Yet, unlike Freud,
Mathieu-Castellani associates Medusa with male genitalia, casting the Gor-
gon as the terrifying phallic woman: “Méduse au chef serpentueux repré-
sente la femme phallique au pénis multiplié. C’est en tant que telle qu’elle
suscite, non seulement l’effroi, mais l’horreur” (Mythes 197).

Such sexualized readings can be interesting, but one wonders whether
equating snakes with male genitalia and Medusa’s beheading with castra-
tion may not be too restrictive—too literalizing and simplistic for our
purposes—especially when we take into consideration the other interpreta-
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tions (or rewritings) of the myths of Medusa and basilisk reviewed in this
brief (and necessarily incomplete) survey. As we have seen, the myths
around the woman as a monstrous other or Other, exemplified by the
petrifying basilisk and Medusa figures, are far from univocal and require a
more nuanced approach. Actually, if we are to think of the horrifying
Medusa (or basilisk) as the ultimate phallic woman, on whom ambivalent
fear fantasies are projected, then it makes more sense to turn to Lacanian
theory, wherein the Phallus (which is not to be confused with any biologi-
cal organ) stands as a signifier of interdiction, inaccessibility, and impossi-
bility. Like the mythological Medusa, the symbolic Phallus, which is the
very signifier of lack, can neither be held nor beheld, except indirectly,
obliquely, anamorphotically, as suggested by the crucial mediating (and
protective) function of Perseus’s mirroring shield, which allows the hero
to glimpse what would otherwise be fatal.

Then again, as we have seen, there is more than one type of rewriting
of the Medusa myth; not all versions present the Gorgon in the same light.
Some of the works examined attempt to humanize her or to address core
problems related to subjectivity and to issues between self and other, as
well as to otherness in the self, which makes sense, since Medusa—who is
herself morphed into a monstrous Other, as her beautiful hair (reputedly
her best feature) is transformed into a writhing mass of snakes by
Athena—can also be read as an anxious projection of the Other within, as
well as an evocation of the unrepresentable (or traumatic) Real, as in an
oblique and deforming mirror. We may recall that the mirror itself is a
kind of heterotopia, a placeless place in which one can contemplate self
and other, as well as oneself as other/Other (Foucault 756). In addition,
the mirror suggests both a kind of beyond (a window onto otherworldly,
utopian, or mythical spaces) and a limit (owing to its cold, hard, impene-
trable surface).11

Lacan’s “mirror stage” metaphorically designates some of these contra-
dictions, as well as the split between the dimensions—Imaginary, Sym-
bolic, and Real—that structure subjectivity (but which co-exist in reality).
His distinctions between “other” and “Other” may also help make some
sense of the varied contributions to the myths of Medusa and basilisk sur-
veyed above: while the little “other” (autre) is inscribed in the Imaginary
order, as the image of a specular other (a counterpart to the ego, an “other”
like the self); the big “Other” (Autre)—sometimes assimilated to the in-
accessible, unknowable “Thing” (la Chose or das Ding) in the Real—
“designates radical alterity, an other-ness which transcends the illusory
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otherness of the imaginary, because it cannot be assimilated through iden-
tification” (Evans 133). This radical alterity is equated with the rules of
“language and the law”—with the interdictions and inter-dictions of Lacan’s
Non/Nom du Père—“hence the big Other is inscribed in the order of the
symbolic” (Evans 133).12 This is fitting as the names of these creatures des-
ignate them as rulers: basiliskos means “little king” and Medusa signifies
“queen” in Greek (Siebers 14).

In conclusion, we might say that narratives (such as those of Boccaccio
or Christine de Pizan) that attempt to humanize Medusa—to treat her as
a seductive “other” (autre) who captivates men with her beauty—tend to
favor the Imaginary dimension of the legend, whereas stories and poems
that idolize or demonize her as a petrifying “Other” (Autre) highlight the
interdictions of the Symbolic (the ineluctable rules of Language and Law),
as well as devastating encounters with the Real (the vicissitudes of life, love,
disease, and death) which are projected onto women. Yet, ultimately, the
Othered woman as Medusa or basilisk generally remains a pretext for
storytelling, as she was for Perseus’s saga, which he narrates himself in
Ovid’s Metamorphoses, and in which she figures, as Julia Walker puts it,
“almost as an afterthought” to his heroic exploits (65). In perusing these
diverse literary mirrors, then, we are invited to contemplate multiple
images and refractions of otherness and to reflect upon what Lacan has
provocatively termed “la face médusante [du] signifiant” (40).

University of British Columbia

Notes

1. See Khanna on this and on “Dark Africa” as the terrifying Medusan Other who

must be conquered so that men might constitute themselves as heroes (46–53). Greco-

Roman sources also locate dangerous women, such as Medusa, on other continents

(Africa or the Dionysian East) perceived as untamed, feminized, or otherwise threaten-

ing. Diodorus Siculus places Medusa in Africa. He identifies her as queen of the Gor-

gons, a matriarchal society comparable to the Amazons, specifying that both Gorgons

and Amazons “were utterly extirpated” by the Greeks—by Perseus and Hercules, respec-

tively, the latter being particularly keen on destroying the Amazons, not only “to be

renowned all the world over,” but because he could not “suffer any nation to be gov-

erned any longer by women” (qtd. in Garber and Vickers 29).

2. As Christine explains at the start of the Cité des dames, her book is a response to

the kinds of médisance present in hateful works such as the Lamentations of Matheolus,

who states that he would have been better off meeting the monstrous Medusa than his

wife (Curnow 1109 n. 233).
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3. See Phillippy on these two texts.

4. See my “Contagions of love” for more on lovesickness in Ficino.

5. Defaux comments on “la double ‘nature’ de Délie, à la fois poison et remède,

pureté et péché, grâce et pesanteur” (2, 189).

6. This aesthetic is explicit in Dante’s Rime Petrose—or “stony rhymes, written for

the mysterious Donna Pietra [. . .] the ‘Stony Lady’ whose hardness turns the poet, her

lover, into a man of stone” (Freccero 128)—but less so in Scève’s Délie, though the poet

does refer to his dizains as “durs epygrammes” in the liminary huitain.

7. Defaux points out that “Dyaspre”—“Dyas” (from the Latin for two, as in dyad)

combined with “aspre” —can also mean twice as hard: “Deux fois âpre, deux fois dure

et rugueuse, double peine” (2, 326).

8. In fact, the description of Perseus’s first sight of Andromeda in Ovid’s Metamor-

phoses suggests that he initially took her for a marble statue (Barkan 53). Perseus himself

becomes a sculptor of sorts, turning many men to stone through the use of Medusa’s

powers and leaving “a lasting monument to his victory in the shape of a statue gallery

of his petrified opponents” (Hardie 178).

9. On the use of impetrare in Petrarch, see Vickers 165.

10. See Mathieu-Castellani’s “Le Mythe du Phénix,” as well as her Mythes de l’éros

baroque 185–222.

11. For more on mirror symbolism, see my introduction to The Mirror in Medieval

and Early Modern Culture.

12. My “Lacan, Courtly Love, and Anamorphosis” examines the lady as Other in

courtly poetry.
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